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What is a Courageous Conversation

Key Principles

1. Be Present

2. Speak your truth

3. Be comfortable with the uncomfortable 

4. Be open to learning new things

5. Notice and attend to your reactions 



Why 
Race ? 



• Over 60% of Black 
people in the UK do not 
believe their health is as 
equally  protected by 
the NHS compared to 
white people

• Black people nearly 10 x 
more likely than White 
people to be stopped 
and searched by police

• Over 75% of Black 
people in the UK do not 
believe their human 
rights are equally 
protected compared to 
white people.

• Black people over four 
times more likely 
detained under Mental 
Health Act 

Black people, racism and 
human rights (Nov 2020) 

Why Race ?







Privilege 

When you have it , you can’t see it 

When you don’t have it , you see it everywhere





Courageous Conversations About Race

Not Racist   v    Anti racist



Covert Racism - Socially Acceptable Behaviours

Colour Blindness

Denial of white privilege

Racial Profiling

Whataboutery

Workforce discrimination

Denial of bias 

Bootstrap theory

Self – appointed white ally 

Workforce inequalities 

Humour/Jokes

Micro-inequities

Hate crimes                Jokes         Violence             

Racist slurs



How to be a Race Ally

1. Willingness to listen and  learn

– Listening with fascination

– Trust and believe

– Don’t get defensive



2. Open up Spaces

•Own and use your privilege

•Create Safe spaces

•Amplify voices of Black, Asian and minority ethnic people

•Not overpower



3. Do your research 

•Learn about history and struggles

•Institutional racism

•Attend learning events

•Read books

•Don’t always rely on the people you are supporting to 
educate you



4. Resist ‘White Saviour Complex

• Your role is not always to ‘fix’

• Try not to give advice or take action on their behalf 

• unless asked to

• “Is there anything I can do?”



5. It starts with your own circle

• Discuss what you learn in your own circles

• Talk about social injustice

• Call out racist stereotyping , micro-aggressions

• Be part of the change, be brave



Being a Race Ally

R - Research

A  - Amplify

C  - Courageous

E   - Empower 



Being a Race Ally

“A individual from an underinvested community cannot 
easily cast away the weight of their identity 

(or identities) shaped through oppression on a whim. 

They carry that weight every single day, for better or 

for worse. 

An ally understands that this is a weight that they, too, 
must be willing to carry and never put down.”



Any Questions?


